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3-Steps To Writing Powerful, 
Compelling Headlines In Record 
Time 
J A C K  T U R K  

STEP 1 – CHOOSE THE BENEFIT YOUR HEADLINE WILL PROMOTE 
 

 
 
The secret to making your headline super effective is to add a strong benefit or benefits.  
 
Look at all the benefits of what you offer to your customer / client. Now, pick out the most important benefit 
and use that as the key element in a headline.  
 
Be sure to pick the strongest benefit and write it in such a way that your prospect is intrigued and will want to 
learn more.  
 
Don’t be cute or clever here. State the benefit(s) simply but strongly.  
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Back when I was performing Magic Shows I sent lots of promotional letters/postcards/etc. out to prospects.  
And I was pretty good at marketing, but to be honest, I BROKE this rule and tried to be too clever on several 
of my sales letters, both of which bombed.   
 
Here’s the first… 

The Secret To Making Your Summer Reading Program Sizzle.  

 
Sounds neat doesn’t it? Neat but not effective. Where’s the benefit? “Sizzling” is not a benefit. A much better 
headline would have been:  

Who Else Wants A Summer Reading Program That’s Fun,  

Affordable, And Encourages Reading? 

 
This headline points to the three major things a library wants in a summer reading program. More than likely, 
they are going to read the rest of my letter. 
 
Another example of a poor headline, which when I used it I thought was great, was:  

I Made A Big Dumb Mistake And I Hope You’ll Accept This  

$50.00 Gift Cer tificate As An Apology 

 
The letter went on to explain that I was offering a great deal on a show because I was getting the 
information out so late.  
 
The problem was, most people didn’t read the letter because the headline was so weak. 
 
A better headline would have been:  

How To Bring An Impor tant, Fun, And Educational Program to Your School 

And Save Money At the Same Time.  

 
This headline would encourage the reader to learn more about what I was offering. I then could have used my 
“I Made A Big, Dumb Mistake...” as a sub-headline later in my letter to justify why I was giving the discount.  
 
So identify your key benefit that you want to deliver. 
 
Now on to STEP TWO… 
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STEP 2 – CHOOSE A TEMPLATE FOR YOUR HEADLINE 
 

 
 
There’s no need to reinvent the wheel. There are tons of proven headlines out there to model for your own 
specific purpose. 
 
So keep your eyes open. When you see an effective headline, copy it down and modify it for your use! (Don’t 
copy it word for word, especially if it’s a headline from someone in your industry.) 
 
Here are a number of different headline templates, you can model – they come from a wide variety of 

sources.   They can ALL be useful in crafting a great headline / subhead. 

Finally – a “cure” for ___________ 

My Friends were shocked when I told them _______ 

They laughed when I _______,  But then I ________ 

Discovered – Amazing Way to _________________ 

How a ________ Saved Me From _____________ 

Why Almost Everyone is Dead Wrong About _________, Including How to _______,  ______,  and 

_________! 

Now YOU Can Be One of the Select Few to “Test Drive” This Jealously Guarded Secret Weapon to 

________ and Claim Your Chance to Win _________ … Just For Reading This Free Report! 

Whose Fault When Children __________? 
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Now You Can Stop ____________   -- Even When ___________! 

How to Get Your _________  Bragged About! 

Amazing Offer to ___________ 

Don’t _________  Until You Read This Message! 

A Breakthrough Idea For ______   Who Want to ______________  

Why Am I Giving You  $______ Worth of _____ For FREE!? 

You Can Laugh at __________   If You Follow This Simple Plan 

Important News For __________ Who Swore They Would Never _________ 

What’s Your Best Chance To __________?  The Answer Below May Surprise You. 

Some Straight Talk About __________ and Your _________ 

At Last, Someone Has Unlocked the Secret to _____________ 

How Often Do You Hear Yourself Saying, “No, I Haven’t _____, I’ve Been Meaning To.” 

Attention _____:  Don’t Buy Any ______ Until You Read This! 

The 5 Most Costly Mistakes in __________  -- How Many Are You Making Right Now? 

The Crimes We Commit Against ________________ 

WARNING:  This Will Be The Most Important Information You Will Ever Read About ______ and 

Taking Control of ___________ 

A Startling Fact About _________ 

Some Straight Talk About ________ and Your __________ 

If You Can Answer One Easy Question, You’re Already 90% of the Way Toward _____________ 

An Open Letter to _______  Who Secretly Believes that Most ________ are Garbage 

Why Almost Everyone is Dead Wrong in How They ______________ 

A Rare Opportunity To Turn _________ Into ___________ 

Have You Ever Said:  “I Just Can’t Seem To __________” 

Say Goodbye to _________ Problems 

Who Else Wants an Easy, Proven Way to Get ________ Excited About ______.... Without Spending 

One Red Cent Up Front!? 

The Secret of ______________ 

At Last!  A Proven Method for ____________ 
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If You Were Given  $______  to Spend, Isn’t This the Kind of ____________ You Would Create? 

The “10 Quickest Ways” to __________ 

The Passport to ___________ 

It’s Crazy that a __________ Would __________ 

How Bad a Beating Are You Willing To Take on _______________ 

What’s Wrong With This Picture? 

 

Once you’ve found a template that you like for your headline (or possibly 2, 3, or more), it’s time to rewrite it 

for YOUR offer. 
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STEP 3 – WRITE AND RE-WRITE 

 

Now take these headline snippets and rework them into different benefit-oriented headlines and subheads for 

your target market / audience. For example, here's a headline from an ad in a magazine I just got in the 

mail: 

"Never Lose Electricity Again!"  

 

That’s a clear problem-solved benefit-oriented headline... easily turned into a simple template: 

"Never Lose _____ Again!" 

You could leverage this in a number of ways for a number of markets. For example: 

GOLF:  

"Never Lose Another Golf  Ball Again!"  

FINANCIAL: 

"Never Lose Money Day-Trading Again!" 

MANAGEMENT: 

"Never Lose Another Night's Sleep Worrying  

About Employee Theft Again!"  
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POINTS TO CONSIDER WHEN EVALUATING HEADLINES YOU WRITE: 

 

• Write headlines in a National Enquirer style. If you don’t get the National Enquirer every week, you 

should. It includes some of the best copywriting and headlines on the entire planet. Don’t tell me that 

your customers are too sophisticated for you to use this strategy or that it doesn’t fit your “image”.  

You can’t deposit image in the bank. This style of writing works. Model it. 

• Make the Core Promise BIG and BOLD. The bigger and bolder you can make this promise the better. 

• DO NOT USE ALL CAPS FOR THE ENTIRE HEADLINE. It makes it difficult to read. Capitalizing the first 

letter of every word has been proven to be effective. 

• “Quotation marks around the headline” have been shown to increase response. 

• Both long and short headlines work well as long as they “speak” to your prospects’ interest. 

• Don’t be cute or try to be clever. If your prospect has to guess what your advertisement or letter is 

about after they read your headline, it sucks.  

• Don’t talk about how great you are. Speak to your prospects’ interests and desires.  

• Don’t try to “trick” your prospect into reading your ad or letter. “FREE SEX!”  as a headline will 

certainly get attention, but you’re just going to piss off your prospect when they continue reading and 

find out that you are trying to sell them life insurance. 
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• Do NOT send out or hand out any piece of printed material that does not have a headline. Ever. 

• Your name as a headline is a deadline. Don’t use your name or your company’s name as a headline. 

There's plenty of other ways to skin that cat, all it takes is a little creativity. Write down at least a dozen 

different headlines and then choose what you think is the best one and then give it try. You won’t know until 

you actually put it out there, so do it. 

Finally, let me end with a piece of great advice from legendary copywriter John Caples: 

“First and foremost, try to get self-interest into every headline you write. Make your 

headline suggest to the reader that here is something he wants.” 

 


